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For large q we characterize the (q + 1)-sets in PG(2, q), q odd, having more than 
0.326q nuclei on a conic. In the process more information about the structure of 
(q + 1)-sets having a large number of nuclei on a conic is obtained. © 1993 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N be a subset of the Desarguesian projective plane of order q, 
H= PG(2, q), with INI =q+ 1. A point A of /7 with the property that 
every line through A intersects the set ~ in precisely one point is called a 
nucleus of the set N. We denote the collection of nuclei by N(M). If ~ is 
a line then all other points of H are nuclei, so henceforth we only consider 
the case when N is not a line. In this case we have IN(M)I ~<q-1,  cf. 
Blokhuis and Wilbrink [2]. The motivation for introducing the concept of 
nucleus was the following result by Bruen and Thas [5], for the case when 
q is even, and Segre and Korchm~tros [11], for the case when q is odd: 
THEOREM 1. Let cg be a conic in PG(2 ,  q) and let ~ be a set o f  q + 1 
points such that every line joining two points in ~ is an exterior line o f  the 
conic. Then ~ is a line. 
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NOTE 165 
In the terminology of nuclei this theorem says that the set N(N') cannot 
contain a conic. The situation is similar but easier for lines, the set N(~)  
cannot contain a line and a line can contain either q - 1 or at most q - 
points of N(~),  cf. Fisher [7], Cameron [6], and a refinement for 
Desarguesian planes by Bruen [4]. It is, however, possible for a non- 
collinear set ~ to contain a surprising number of nuclei on a conic as can 
be seen from the examples below given by Fisher [7]. 
These examples are based on the following well known fact (cf. 
Korchm/tros [8]). Let C be a conic and L a line. Label the points of C\L 
in some way by {el .... , Cm} and those of L \C  by {11, ..., lm}, in such a way 
that li lies on the line joining cl and ci. Then the set {1, ..., m} becomes an 
abelian group, called G(L, c~), under the multiplication law O=k iff the 
line joining ci and cj intersects L in lk. (Here we take for this line the 
tangent at ci in the case when i=j.) In fact this group is cyclic if L is not 
a tangent, and elementary abelian if L is a tangent. 
Now let d be a set of points on the conic corresponding to a subgroup 
H of this group and let N~ be a collection of points on the conic corre- 
sponding to a union K of cosets of H, different from hr. Let N' 0 be the set 
of points on L not corresponding to elements of K. Then the points in d 
are nuclei of the set ~ = ~o u ~1 t) (L c~ C). A pair (9~, N(~))  of thi s type 
will be said to be of Fisher type. In the examples we note the following: The 
set of nuclei forms a very special subset of the conic, and the blocking 
points (the points of N) that lie on secants of the set d are all collinear. 
(Some of) these examples were characterized by Mazzocca [10], under the 
extra assumption that ~uN(~)  contains all points of a conic. In this 
paper we characterize the above examples, if H is a subgroup of index at 
most 3, and q is large enough, and we also explain the second observation. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be a set of q + 1 points in PG(2, q), q odd, q > 10 7 
and suppose ~ has more than 0.326q nuclei on a certain conic C. Then ~ is 
of Fisher type. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF SETS WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF 
NUCLEI OF A CONIC 
In this section we collect a number of useful lemmas concerning the 
structure of sets with a large number of nuclei on a conic. 
A fundamental tool in almost all investigations concerning nuclei is the 
following lemma of Segre and Korchmfiros [ 11 ]: 
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LEMMA 3. Let A1, /12, and A3 be three nuclei of the set ~ and let B12 , 
B23, and B31 be the blocking points on the lines A~A2, AzA3, and A3AI, 
respectively. Then the points B~ are collinear. 
Let us call the triangle Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, associated to the collinear triple B~, 
0"= 12, 23, 31. 
The lemma of Segre and Korchmfiros works particularly nicely together 
with the following observation, which can also be found in [11 ] (cf. also 
[3]): 
LEMMA 4. The number of triangles of nuclei on a given conic associated 
with a collinear triple of points in ~ spanning a line L is at most 1, if q is 
even and L is not a tangent or if q is odd and L is a tangent, and at most 
2 if q is odd and L is not a tangent. 
Note that the formulation of this lemma in [3] is not precise. If q is even 
and L is a tangent, then the number of triangles associated to a particular 
triple can be as large as q. For its application this does not matter, 
however. 
Using the lemma of Segre and Korchmfiros, the first author, together 
with Mazzocca [1], gave an alternative proof for the upper bound on the 
number of nuclei, based on the following idea. 
Consider our set N as a subset of the affine plane, and define a map 
f: s~ -+ GF(q)* by putting f (A  ) = 1 for an arbitrary point A of d to start 
with. Given another point A' of d ,  there is a unique 2eGF(q)\{O, 1} 
such that 2A + (1 - 2) A' = B e ~. Put f (A ' )  = 2/(2 - 1). It is not hard to 
check that the points (A, f (A)) ,  (A ' , f (A ' ) ) ,  and (B, 0) are collinear in 
AG(3, q) ~- AG(2, q) x GF(q). 
As a result of this lifting procedure, we end up with a set s~7 in affine 
three-space, with the property that for any pair of points, the line joining 
them intersects the ground plane in a point of the set N. We say that a line 
is a proper secant of a set if this line intersects the set in at least two points. 
If the points of the set s~7 all lie in one plane, then the points of the set 
that lie on proper secants of the set A are all collinear, because they all are 
On the line of intersection of the ground plane with the ~7-plane. If the 
points of s~7 are not all in one plane, then we show that either the set A 
is quite small, or almost all points of ~7 are in one plane. 
From now on we assume that d is the collection of nuclei on a 
particular conic, of a given set ~. s ]c  AG(3, q) is the image of d under 
some fixed lifting. We denote the size of d by N and the number of points 
in ~J on proper secants of s~ by k; so k <~ q + 1. 
Let us say that a collinear triple of points in ~ is determined if there is 
a triangle of nuclei in d associated to it. From now on we assume q is odd. 
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As we mentioned in Lemma 4, to every triple in ~ there are associated at 
most two triangles of nuclei in .~'. 
Our first goal will be to show that there is a line containing a substantial 
number of determined triples. The reasoning is copied from Boros et al. 
([3, Sect. 3]). 
LEMMA 5. There is a line with at least # = (N-2)9/ (48k 6) determined 
triples. 
Proof Let W be the set of k points in ¢2 that are on proper secants of 
the set ~'. Consider the 2-design on W induced by the lines of the plane 
meeting W in at least two points. Denote the collection of blocks of this 
design by S .  Clearly 
LeY  
For a given line L e 5~, let the number of determined triples be c%(l~J); 
then eL ~< 1 and 
Now let d= max{eL(lLJ -- 2) I L~L~°}. We then may combine (1) and (2) 
to obtain 
It follows that d~> N 3(3)/2(2), from which the desired inequality follows. 
We proceed to show that, unless Is]l is very small, almost all points of 
~7 are coplanar. In order to do this we count the number of non-collinear 
triples in W. Assume that outside every plane there at at least M points of 
the set ~7. 
LEMMA 6. (N -  2)9 M <. 8k 9. 
Proof Let L be a line containing at least/t determined triples of N'. The 
triangles in ~4 associated to determined triples on the line L are lifted to 
triangles in s~ 7 whose plane passes through L. Consider one such triangle 
T for each determined triple on the line L, and let P be a point of s ]  not 
in the same plane as T. Then projecting T from P on the ground plane 
produces a non-collinear triple of points in W. We claim that every non- 
collinear triple X in W is produced at most once in this way. Indeed, two 
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triangles producing X determine the same determined triple on the line L, 
but for this determined triple we selected just one T. We assumed that out- 
side a plane there are at least M points of ~7. Hence for any triangle T we 
can find at least M points P in ~7 not in the plane of T. Since different 
points P project the triangle on different ~-triples, we see that the total 
number of non-collinear triples in the set ~ is at least/~M. 
On the other hand we obviously have the upper bound (~) < ~k 3 for the 
number of non-collinear triples, from which the conclusion follows. 
Finally we shall show that in fact either there is a plane containing 
almost all points of a7 or all planes contain only a very small number of 
them. 
Tr~OREM 7. Let ~ be a set of q + 1 points in PG(2, q). Let d be the set 
of nuclei of ~ on a given conic, d a subset of AG(3, q) obtained by lifting 
d .  Let the maximal number of points of ~ that are copIanar be 1~71 -M.  
Then 
m>ld l -Zx /~ or M~2~dl .  
Moreover, if ]all > 1.2q °9, then only the second possibility occurs. 
Proof. Let rc be a plane containing the maximal number a of points of 
~7. Every point P e auT\rc projects re c~ a7 onto a subject of ~ forming a 
piece of a conic in the ground plane. This conic is different for different 
choice of P, and different conics intersect in at most four points. In this 
way we see that we get at least 
~:=a+(a-4)+(a -8)+ ... <<,q 
points of 8. 
Consider first the case that a+a/4< lagl. In this case we have all a/4 
terms in the above sum, hence ~ > a2/8, so M= ]agJ-  a > Id l -  2 v /~.  
Next assume that a+a/4>>, Id l ,  or what is the same a>~4]aCl. In this 
case there are only M terms in the above sum, so ~=M(a-2M+2) .  
Using M= Idl  - a ~< ½]dl it follows that 
M( 2 Id l )  4 M( 4 Idl  - 2M) 4 M(a-  2M) < q, 
and that gives the second bound. Now if M>~ ]a l l -  2 x /~,  then Lemma 6 
gives 
( Id l  - 2)9 (],.~¢J - 2 V /~)  ~< 8(q + 1) 9, 
from which it follows that Id l  < 1.2q °9. 
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Remark. Theorem 7 shows that in the case when the set =4 is large, the 
points of ~ that are on bisecants of the set d are contained in the union 
of one line and a small amount of conics. Moreover the points of ~ that 
are not on the line are on a small number (at most M) of bisecants of d .  
3. FURTHER INGREDIENTS OF THE PROOF 
In this section we collect a number of general results, that we shall need 
in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let C be a conic, P a point not in C, 1 the line at infinity. We denote 
by ~(P , l )  the set {Qel lPQ is a secant of C}. The following can 
be proved using Weil's theorem on character sums with polynomial 
arguments, cf. Sz6nyi [12]. We assume again that q is odd. 
LEMMA 8. I f  P~, i = 1, 2, 3, are three different points (not on the conic) 
such that for no pair the tangents (possibly in the extension fieM) are 
pairwise parallel and such that the total number of directions determined by 
the tangents (again possibly in the extension fieM) is at least 4, then 
l(~ I) q ,=i x+(P,,  1). 
Proof Consider a point Pi not on C and let mi,2, mi. 2 be the directions 
of the tangents through Pi (possibly in the quadratic extension). Then for 
a suitable constant ci, the value of the polynomial f,.(m)=ci(m-m~,~) 
(m-mi.2) is a square, a non-square, or zero according as the line with 
slope m through P~ meets C in 2, 0, or 1 point(s). The conditions of our 
lemma guarantee that for the set f l ,  f2, f3 of polynomials no partial 
product of type f J j  or f~fgf~ is a constant multiple of a square of a polyno- 
mial. Moreover it is obvious that no f,. is a multiple of a square of a 
polynomial, so by I-12, Lemma 1 ] we get that the number M of m's for which 
f l  (m), f2(m), and f3(m) are all non-squares satisfies M <,G q/8 + 3(x/~ + ! ). 
Given a conic C and a line L, it is possible to define an abelian group 
as we already saw in the examples. We shall need the following results as 
well, cf. [8, p. 6, Theorem 1.5]. 
THEOREM 9 (Kneser). Let G be an abelian group with finite subsets A 
and B. There exists a subgroup H of G such that 
A+B+H=A+B;  
]A +BI i> IA +HI  + [B+H I --[HI. 
(1) 
(2) 
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For subsets A and B of G let A + B = {a + b [ a E A, b ~ A, b ~ B, a v L b}. 
We shall need the following estimate for A + A; cf. also Sz6nyi and Wettl 
1-13] for a slightly stronger version. 
THEOREM 10. Let G be an abelian group with a finite subset A. 
Then A -i- A = A + A or IA -i- AI >~ 31AI- 1 -  ½i(A), where i(A) denotes the 
number of involutions in A. 
Proof Suppose A + A ¢ A + A. By translating A if necessary we may 
assume that 0 e A and 0 ¢ A ~- A. As a consequence we have that for a e A, 
-aCA unless a=-a .  Count the number of triples (a ,b ,c )sAxGxA 
with a+b=c (call these special triples). This number equals IAI2= 
IAI + IAI ( IA I -  1), where we distinguish triples (a, 0, a) (the first kind) and 
(a, b, c), a ¢ c (the second kind). Triples of the second kind come in pairs, 
(a, b, c) and (c, -b ,  a). Now we estimate the number of special triples in 
that are in A 3. All triples of the first kind are in A3; this gives [A[ such 
triples. Now of a pair (a, b, e), (c, -b ,  a) of the second kind at most one 
triple is in A 3 unless b is a non-zero involution. Hence the total number of 
such triples in A 3 is at most IAI ( [A I -  1)/2+ DA[ ( i (A) -1) /2 .  Adding all 
up we get that the total number of special triples in A 3 is at most 
llA[ (IAI +i(A)). As a consequence there are at least IA[ .(½]AI-½i(A)) 
pairs (a, b) with a + b ¢ A. Since every c can be written as a + b, a, b e A in 
at most IAI ways and since A\{0} cA  -i- A the result follows. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let 7 = 0.326 be fixed. We now have that the number of nuclei on the 
conic is large, namely at least 7q and q > 107. Let ~7 again denote the 
points in some fixed lifting of the set A. Assume that all but at most M of 
the points in ~7 are in one plane. Since [dl  > 1.2q °9, we may deduce from 
Theorem 7 that all but at most seven are coplanar. We shall ignore the 
possible exceptional nuclei and assume that the lifted set ~7 is contained in 
a plane. Let L be the line of intersection of this plane with the ground 
plane. We then have three cases, namely L is a secant, L is a tangent, or 
L is a passing line. The proof is essentially the same in all three cases, so 
we restrict ourselves to the case that L is a passing line. Let LAI = c(q + 1) 
where c>~=0.326.  The set ~ now can be partitioned in a natural 
way into three pieces, ~o=~c~L,  ~1=~C,  ~2=~\(~ow~1) ,  with 
cardinalities flo(q + 1), fll(q + 1 ), fl2(q + 1 ) respectively. We obviously have 
flo + fl~ + f12 = 1. Note that ~o contains all points of ~ that lie on bisecants 
of the set ~7. 
We first consider the case that N2 is empty. Consider again the identifica- 
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tion of the points on the conic C and those on the line L with an abelian 
group G, of order q + 1 in our case. We then have that (A + B~)c~ Bo = Zf. 
By Kneser's theorem we have [A + BI] ~> [A + H I + IB~ + H[ - [HI for some 
subgroup H of G satisfying A + B 1 q-H-= A + B]. Since ~2 is empty we 
have that [Bo[ + [BI] =q + 1, we therefore must have equality in the equa- 
tion above, so ]A +Bt[  ~< [B~], hence AcH,  B1 =B~+H, and Bo=Bo+H. 
It follows that the set A can be extended to all of H and we have one of 
Fisher's examples. 
From now on we assume that the set ~2 contains at least one point. It 
then follows that in fact N'2 contains a substantial number of points: 
LEMMA 11. If ~ 2 is non-empty, then it contains at least ½[~¢] points. 
Proof By Kneser's Theorem we know that there exists a subgroup H 
with ]A + B 1 + HI = ]A + BI] ~> [A + H] + ]B1 + H] - [HI. We first consider 
the possibility that A is contained in one coset of H, so without loss of 
generality A c H. Since [AI ~> 0.326q the only possibilities for H are a sub- 
group of index 2 or a subgroup of index 3. We have tAI > 1[HI from which 
it follows that A- i -A={a+bla ,  b~A, a¢b}=H.  So HcBo and 
A + Bx = A + B1 + H is disjoint from B o. 
Let us first treat the case when H has index 2. Consider a line joining the 
point P in N2 with a point in s~¢. Since this line will intersect he line L 
in a point corresponding to an element of A + BI, P projects the set ~¢ 
into the coset of H on the conic that contains ~1. It follows that 
IA[ + IBll ~ [Ht, but on the other hand 1~2] -[- 1~l!  = [H], hence [N'2t ~> [s¢[. 
Second we treat the case when H has index 3. We may suppose that B 0 
and A + B1 do not exhaust G, for otherwise we reason as above, Then there 
is a point r on the line L not in ~o with the property that the lines joining 
r to d all miss the set N'~. Since all those lines contain a point of ~,  this 
must be in ¢)2 and hence [~2[ ~> [d[. 
Next we consider the case when A is not contained in a single coset of 
H. In this case JA+H[ =t[H[  for certain t~>2, and we have [A+B~[ ~> 
[B I+H [ + (t--  l) [H[ >~ [B1] + ( t - - l ) JA[ / t .  Since [A +B][ + ]Bo[ ~<q+ 1= 
t~o[+]~J+[~2[ ,  it follows that [s82[>>.(t-1)[A[/t>½c(q+l), so
fi2 ~ c/2. 
Let us count the number of collinear triples, (p, a, l) e ¢J2 x ~ x (L\~0). 
The line joining p E ~2 and a e ~/ intersects L outside N0, so the number 
of triples like this equals [s82]. IsJI =/32c(q+ l)  2. It follows that a point l 
on L \~o is on the average in/32c(q+ 1)/(1 -/3o) triples of this form. Now 
let P~,P2,P3 be three points in ~2 satisfying the condition of Lemma 8. 
Then this lemma and the fact that q is large show that there are at most 
q/7.6 points l on L such that the lines pil are all secants of the conic. 
Further note that among a set of points of size at most q the number of 
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triples violating the conditions of Lemma 8 is bounded above by 
q. 1 . (q -2 )+q. (q -  1 ) .2< 3q 2. 
Let us count the number of quadruples (pj,p2,P3,1) with pieN2, 
le L\s8 o, and such that the line passing through Pi and l contains a point 
of d .  By the above remark this number is certainly at most 
q 
The second term in this sum accounts for the possible number of triples 
in ~2 violating the conditions in Lemma 8. Another way to count these 
quadruples i to start with a point l on L\~o. Since the number of points 
Pie "~2 joined to l equals fl2c(q + 1)/(1 -flo), on the average, the number of 
quadruples i at least 
( l _ f lo ) (q+l ) . ( f i2c (q+ 1)/(1-f lo)) 
3 
from which we get (ignoring lower order terms) 
(1 - flo)2 > 7.6c3 > 7.673; i.e., flo < 0.487. 
Now consider the set A. Since all lines joining two points of s~ 7 contain a 
point of ~o, we have IBol >~ IA -i- AI and IAI >7(q+ 1). We need a lower 
bound for the size of A + A. Note first that the number of involutions in 
A is at most 2 since G(L, cj) is cyclic in this case (and also in the case L 
is a secant, while G has odd order if L is a tangent, so in that case there 
are no non-identity involutions at all). So from Lemma 8 we have that 
fio(q + 1) ~> ]A -i- A [ ~> 3 I A [ - 3 > 0.489q if A -i- A ~ A + A, contradiction. 
So A -i- A = A + A, and flo(q + 1)/> IA + A I >~ 2 IA + HI - [HI for some sub- 
group H, by Kneser's theorem. Now 2IA + HI >~2~(q+ 1)=0.652(q+ 1), 
so In[ ~>~(q+ 1). So H is  a subgroup of index 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. Now i fH  
has even index or index 5 it immediately follows that 21A+H] -  In[ >~ 
l(q + 1), contradiction. If the index is 3, we get that A c H and we know 
everything. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
In Theorem 2 the constants 0.326 and 107 appear; they are clearly 
products of this particular proof. The constant 0.326 can be improved 
(assuming q is very large) by counting (k+l)-tuples (Pl,P2 .... ,p , , l )  
instead of quadruples, in the middle of Section 4. We then need to modify 
Lemma 8. In the modified Lemma 8 the conclusion gives 
=k l) ~q (-] Jvf ( P i, <  + o( q ). 
i 1 
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Assuming that the Pi are in more or less general position and pushing 
everything to the limits one can get 7 =-~---0.2856 at the very best. 
Another thing one can do is to ask for which q one can prove the bound 
]all ~<5(q+l) .  The problem is that for small q the bound in Lemma8 
becomes useless, so one has to work without that. Using just Lemma 6 and 
Theorem 7, it is easy to show that the upper bound is ½(q + 1) and the 
characterization of the extremal examples as being of Fisher type holds for 
q > 5000. 
We finish by formulating the conjecture that for fixed c and q large 
enough the only configurations of (q + 1)-sets ~ with more than cq nuclei 
on a conic are those of Fisher type. 
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